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Plans for future hadron colliders are presented, and accelerator physics and engineering as-
pects common to these machines are discussed. The Tevatron is presented rst, starting with a
summary of the achievements in Run IB which nished in 1995, followed by performance predic-
tions for Run II which will start in 1999, and the TeV33 project, aiming for a peak luminosity
L  1 (nbs)
 1
. The next machine is the Large Hadron Collider LHC at CERN, planned to come
into operation in 2005. The last set of machines are Very Large Hadron Colliders which might
be constructed after the LHC. Three variants are presented: Two machines with a beam energy
of 50 TeV, and dipole elds of 1.8 and 12.6 T in the arcs, and a machine with 100 TeV and
12 T. The discussion of accelerator physics aspects includes the beam-beam eect, bunch spacing
and parasitic collisions, and the crossing angle. The discussion of the engineering aspects covers
synchrotron radiation and stored energy in the beams, the power in the debris of the particle
collisions, ground motion, and concepts for reducing the cost per TeV of future hadron colliders.
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1 Introduction
The rst part, in Chapters 2 to 4, describes the performance of three hadron collid-
ers, the Tevatron, the LHC, and future hadron colliders beyond the LHC. I start with the
Tevatron run IB that nished in 1995, because it provides a rm basis for extrapolations
into the future. I shall then turn to run II that will start in 1999, and to TeV33 that has a








, as suggested by its name. I shall then cover
the LHC, and nish the rst part discussing hadron colliders beyond the LHC.
The second part, in Chapters 5 and 6, discusses several accelerator physics and
engineering aspects that all these colliders have in common. My conclusions are in Chapter
7.
2 Tevatron
The Tevatron at Fermilab is a pp collider, contrary to later machines. It consists of
a single ring with super-conducting magnets. The two beams are separated over most of
the circumference by exciting helical orbit distortions of opposite sign for p and p with
electrostatic separators. The number of p is limited by the production and cooling rate.
Therefore, the population of the p bunches is higher than that of the p bunches. The
particle density in the p bunches is limited by the beam-beam tune shift 
p
which they
cause on the p bunches. The beam-beam tune shift on the p bunches 
p
is smaller than 
p
.
We shall see later that the Tevatron improvement programmes achieve a higher luminosity
precisely by making the parameters of the p and p bunches more equal.
Table 1: Average Tevatron Run IB Parameters
Circumference C 6283 m
Energy E 0.9 TeV
Dipole eld B 4 T


















Beam-beam parameter  0.007
Luminosity L 0.016 (nbs)
 1






2.1 Tevatron Run IB
Table 1 shows a selection of Tevatron Run IB parameters [1]. Since I shall show more
parameter tables later, I explain the selected parameters here. The circumference C, the
operating energy E, and the dipole eld B are obvious. The bunch spacing s corresponds





at the interaction point IP, and the luminosity L, the table shows the average of
32 stores from 8 March to 21 April 1995. Remember that the Tevatron Run IB lasted from
1993 to 1995. The beam-beam tune shift parameter 
p
for the p can be computed from
L. Not all the space `
Q
between the interaction point and the front face of the nearest
quadrupole is available to the experiments. At the assumed inelastic non-diractive cross
section 
inel




2.2 Tevatron Run II
In any pp collider, the rate at which p are consumed cannot on average be larger
than the rate at which they are produced. At best, the p are only consumed by the
beam-beam collisions. Hence, the key to increasing the luminosity in a pp collider is
increasing the rate at which p are produced and cooled. Two machines are being built
at Fermilab to achieve this goal in time for Run II in 1999. The Main Injector [2] is
a dedicated proton synchrotron, accelerating 3  10
13
protons from 8 to 120 GeV once
every 1.5 s. The Recycler [3] is a permanent-magnet storage ring, running at 8 GeV, and
suspended from the ceiling of the Main Injector tunnel, which receives and the p from
both the Accumulator and the Tevatron after deceleration through the Main Injector.
The predicted p stacking rate due to Main Injector and Recycler increases from 6  10
10
/h
in Run IB to 20  10
10
/h. Recycling the remaining 50% or more of the p in the Tevatron
at the end of a ll more than doubles the p population in the Tevatron complex. The p
are stochastically cooled in the Recycler.
Table 2: Average Tevatron Run II Parameters
Circumference C 6283 m
Energy E 1.0 TeV
Dipole eld B 4.4 T


















Beam-beam parameter  0.01
Luminosity L 0.21 (nbs)
 1






The Tevatron Run II parameters [1] in Table 2 show the good eects of the main
injector and the recycler. The beam energy reaches the nominal 1 TeV. The number of
bunches increases from 6 to 36, and the bunch spacing decreases accordingly. According to
Bagley at EPAC96, the bunches are arranged in 3 trains of 12 bunches each with 21 
RF
spacing and 3 gaps of 139 
RF
, where 3(11  21+ 1+139) = 1113 is the harmonic number
of the RF system in the Tevatron. The bunch populations increase somewhat, the beam
radii and the bunch length shrink a little. The total p population increases by a factor
7.5, and the luminosity by a factor 13. Note that I gave average parameters for Run IB,
and now give peak parameters.
2.3 TeV33
The aim of the TeV33 project [4] is raising the Tevatron luminosity to L  1 (nbs)
 1
well before 2006 when physics results from the LHC are expected, tolerating some projects
at higher risks. The p production and stacking rate is improved by doubling the number
of protons on the target, and by doubling the p acceptance. The stochastic cooling in the
Debuncher and Accumulator is improved by doubling its bandwidth, going from the 2{
4 GHz range to the 4{8 GHz range. Electron cooling will be used in the Recycler. In the
Tevatron itself, the number of bunches will be increased from 36 to 90. As a consequence of
the reduced bunch spacing, the rst parasitic collisions would happen in the low- triplet,
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before the two beams are separated. Hence, the two beams must collide at horizontal and
vertical angles simultaneously.
Table 3: TeV33 Parameters
Circumference C 6283 m
Energy E 1.0 TeV
Dipole eld B 4.4 T












Beam-beam parameter  0.01F
Luminosity L 1.16 (nbs)
 1






In going from the Run II to the TeV33 parameters [4], shown in Table 3, the circum-
ference C, energy E and dipole eld B do not change. The bunch spacing is reduced by a
factor of three. The number of bunches increases to 90. They are arranged in three groups,
each consisting of three batches. The bunch spacing in a batch is 7 RF wavelengths 
RF
,
a factor of three smaller than in Run II. The spacing between batches, 20 
RF
, is used
for the injection kicker gap. The spacing between groups, 139 
RF
, is used for the abort
kicker gap. Thus, all 3(3(9  7 + 1) + 2  20 + 139) = 1113 buckets in the Tevatron are
accounted for. The populations of the p and p bunches, and their radii become equal. The
beam-beam parameter  is the same as for Tevatron Run II; the factor F with jF j  1
corrects for the crossing angle. The initial luminosity exceeds L  1 (nbs)
 1
, a factor of




3 Large Hadron Collider LHC
In this chapter on the Large Hadron Collider project LHC [5, 6, 7] at CERN I shall
discuss the schedule and milestones, the layout and experiments, and the same selection
of parameters as for the Tevatron.
Table 4: LHC Milestones
Dec 1994 Approval by Council
Sep 1996 FC approves contracts for 50000 t of steel, civil engineering
supervision, 8 test benches
Dec 1996 Council approves LHC construction in single stage
1997 Foresee adjudication of contracts for civil engineering,
delivery of NbTi material and cables, and refrigerators
Oct 2000 Start LEP dismantling
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Figure 1: LHC Layout and Experiments
3.1 LHC Milestones
The milestones of the LHC project are summarised in Table 4. This project was
approved by Council in December 1994. Big contracts start being placed. In September
1996, the Finance Committee approved contracts for the whole 50000 t of steel supply,
the supervision of the civil engineering work, and eight magnet measuring benches. In
December 1996, Council decided by consensus that LHC will be constructed in a single
stage, with the aim of commissioning it in 2005. Later this year, we expect to adjudicate
contracts for civil engineering, one each for the ATLAS [8] and CMS [9] caverns and
one for the remainder, contracts for the delivery of NbTi material, and the two kinds of
super-conducting cable, and contracts for the extra refrigerators needed. Steps are being
taken to operate LEP through 2000. Extra funding has been asked for, and some member
states have indicated their willingness to contribute to it. Dismantling LEP will start in
October 2000 when the civil engineering work for LHC is advanced such that it becomes
necessary to break into the tunnel, in particular for the ATLAS and CMS caverns, to be
delivered in July 2002 and July 2003, respectively. Sector tests with injection in Pit 8,
transporting the counter-clockwise beam through one octant to Pit 7, are foreseen from
October 2003. Commissioning with beam will start in the second half of 2005.
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3.2 LHC Layout and Experiments
Figure 1 shows the LHC layout. The two LHC rings cross in Pits 1, 2, 5, and 8.
Both rings have four inner and four outer arcs, and their circumferences are the same.
The two large experiments, ATLAS and CMS, are diametrically opposite in Pits 1 and
5, respectively. Both are approved experiments with a cost ceiling of 475 MCHF each.
Technical proposals [8, 9] were published in 1994. The LHCC expects Technical Design
Reports for the subsystems. The heavy-ion experiment ALICE [10] will be in Pit 2. It is an
approved experiment with a cost ceiling of 120 MCHF, including the muon arm. The LHC-
B [11] experiment is dedicated to the study of CP violation and other rare phenomena in
the decay of Beauty particles. It uses colliding beams and a forward detector, contrary to
the HERA-B experiment which uses a single beam and a gas jet target. The collaboration
has been authorised to submit a Technical Proposal, containing specic answers from
their detector R&D programme. The two beams are injected into LHC into outer arcs
upstream of Pits 2 and 8. The beam cleaning insertions which steer the beam halo into
staggered sets of collimators rather than the super-conducting magnets are in Pits 3 and
7. Pit 4 houses the two independent RF systems, and the distance between the two rings
is increased to 420 mm. Pit 6 houses the beam dumping system.
Table 5: LHC Parameters
Circumference C 26659 m
Energy E 7 TeV
Dipole eld B 8.3 T












Beam-beam parameter  0.0034F
Luminosity L 10 (nbs)
 1







Table 5 shows the LHC parameters. The circumference C is that of LEP, and known
to even more digits than shown. The maximum energy E is a round gure, achieved at the
dipole eld B listed. The bunch spacing s corresponds to 10 RF wavelengths. Together
with the distance from the interaction point IP to the separating dipoles it determines the
number of parasitic collisions, about 15 on either side of the IP. The bunch population N




are shown at the interaction point IP. They are adjusted
such that the beam-beam tune shift parameter  falls into range believed to be achievable
from experience with other hadron colliders which were or are in operation. The luminosity
L is given for the high-luminosity experiments ATLAS and CMS. It is in a range which
these experiments believe they can handle. The total beam-beam tune spread from the
nearly head-on collisions and from all parasitic collision should be small enough to t
between non-linear resonances of order up to twelve. The values of both  and L shown
apply to the case where the beams collide only in ATLAS and CMS. Not all the space `
Q
between the interaction point and the front face of the nearest quadrupole is available to
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the experiments. At the assumed inelastic non-diractive cross section 
pp
= 60 mb, the
number of events in a single collision is n
c
= 19.
4 Very Large Hadron Colliders \VLHC"
Very large hadron colliders VLHC beyond the LHC and the discontinued SSC were
discussed in 1996 at a mini-symposium during the APS meeting in Indianapolis and at
workshops Snowmass [12] and Erice [13]. Exploratory studies continue in several labora-
tories [14, 15, 16]. In this paper, I shall discuss two machines at 50 TeV beam energy
with 1.8 and 12.6 T dipoles and suitable circumference C, labelled Low B and High B,
respectively, which were discussed at Snowmass, and one machine at 100 TeV beam en-
ergy with C  220 km and 12 T dipoles, labelled E12T, which was discussed at Erice.
This choice makes possible comparisons at two elds B and two energies E. Table 6 shows
the parameters of the three machines, and also the consequences of choices made by their
respective designers.
Table 6: VLHC Parameters
Low B High B E12T
Beam energy E/TeV 50 50 100
Dipole eld B/T 1.8 12.6 12
Circumference C/km 646 104 229








/m 1.9 0.74 1.3
Bunch length 
s
/mm 30 18 28







The bunch populations are smaller than in the earlier machines. Because of adia-
batic damping, the rms beam radii and the bunch lengths are much smaller than in the
Tevatron and LHC. The smaller assumed beam-beam tune shift in the leftmost machine
is a deliberate choice of its designers. The luminosities are made rather similar in order to
facilitate the comparison. One might argue that the luminosity should behave like L / E
2
when the energy is doubled. The bunch spacing in the 100 TeV collider is larger than in
the other two. The number of events in a collision is also higher in this machine. The
assumed inelastic cross section is 
inel
= 130 mb in all three machines.
5 Beam Dynamical Features of Future Hadron Colliders
In this chapter, I discuss the following beam dynamical features: (i) the beam-beam
tune shift parameter , (ii) bunch spacing and parasitic collisions, (iii) the crossing angle.
Single-beam collective eects were discussed elsewhere [17, 18, 16].
5.1 Beam-Beam Tune Shift Parameter 
The strength of the electro-magnetic interaction between two colliding beams is
often expressed in terms of the shift of the betatron tunes, caused by the collision for
particles with betatron oscillation amplitudes small compared to the beam radius. It is a






over a large range of energies, number of bunches and amplitude functions at the collision
points [19]. In hadron colliders like the SppS and Tevatron, the sum of the beam-beam
tune shifts over all head-on and parasitic collision points should be smaller than some
limit [19] in the neighbourhood of
P
  0:02. According to conventional wisdom, this
gure is related to the spacing of non-linear resonances up to order about twelve. The
Tevatron will be the rst machine to explore this gure with both head-on and parasitic
collisions. The same principle is applied in future hadron colliders.
5.2 Bunch Spacing and Parasitic Collisions
The number of events in a collision n
c
that are likely to have tracks in a hermetic
detector and not only in the beam pipe is an important parameter for the design of
experiments at future hadron colliders. It is equal to the product of the total inelastic
beam-beam cross section 
inel
that increases with energy, the luminosity L and the bunch








constant, while the luminosity increases perhaps as fast as in proportion to
the square of the energy E, implies reducing s. Potential beam-beam collisions occur at
all multiples of s=2 from the interaction points, and contribute to the total beam-beam
tune shift without contributing to the luminosity L. Such parasitic collisions happen until
the two beams are in separate beam pipes, and around the whole Tevatron. In order
to limit the contribution of these parasitic collisions to
P
, one separates the beams,
usually by colliding them at a full angle , either horizontally, or vertically, or both. By




in the contribution of each parasitic collision point
to
P
, where both the amplitude function 
IP
and the rms beam radius  are taken at
the interaction point.
5.3 Crossing Angle
In the region between the front faces of the nearest low- quadrupoles the trajec-











the distance s from the IP, assuming round beams and equal - functions at the IP. The
crossing angle  should be chosen such that the tune shift caused by the parasitic colli-
sion points on either side of the interaction point is very small compared to the head-on
beam-beam tune shift, i.e. the beam-beam limit . This leads to the same condition for
























is the normalised emittance. When this condition holds, the two
beams are well separated, and the contribution of the parasitic collisions to the size of the
footprints is small. On the other hand, the full crossing angle  should be chosen such
that synchro-betatron resonances [21] are not excited, and the \hourglass" eect which
causes a reduction of the luminosity and an increase of the head-on beam-beam tune shift
is avoided. This leads to a second condition between , 
x






















, arising from the beam optics and engineering of the low- insertions, and
in particular of the quadrupoles next to the IP, is usually less severe [20].
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6 Engineering Features of Future Hadron Colliders
In this Chapter, I shall discuss several aspects of synchrotron radiation, such as
damping times, energy loss per turn and radiation power, the stored energy in the beam,
the power in the debris of hard proton-proton collisions, some eects of ground motion,
and magnet engineering.
6.1 Scaling for Synchrotron Radiation and Stored Energy
When the damping partition numbers J
z
are kept constant, which is usually the case,
the damping time 
z
for the transverse betatron oscillation scales with energy E and dipole




. A short damping time decouples the beam parameters at
injection and in collision, and helps against diusive phenomena with larger time scales,
e.g. intra-beam scattering of the particles in a bunch on each other, or resonance streaming





B, and is a nuisance, but is intimately linked to 
z
, which is the time taken by a




















Both P and G are proportional to the term in brackets, the product E
3=2
L which con-
tains the physically relevant performance parameters, multiplied by the ratio 
IP
= which
cannot be chosen freely. Note that P and G vary with opposite powers of 
z
. For a given
performance in terms of L, 
IP
and , you get small 
z
and small G at large P , and large

z
and large G at small P . Both P and G pose engineering problems which I shall not
discuss in detail.
Table 7: Synchrotron Radiation and Stored Energy
LHC Low B High B E12T
Dipole eld B/T 8.3 1.8 12.6 12
Beam energy E/TeV 7 50 50 100
Luminosity L/(nbs)
 1
10 10 12 10
Damping time 
z
/h 26  ve 2.6 1.5
Energy loss U
s
/MeV 0.0069 0.53 3.68 28
Radiation power P/MW 0.0037 0.048 0.189 1.08
Stored energy G/t TNT 0.07 2.07 0.19 0.63
Table 7 shows the consequences of these scaling laws. I have added a column with
the LHC parameters. The rows at the top give the dipole eld B, the energy E, and
the luminosity L, to remind you about these machines. The damping time 
z
is about a
day in the LHC, of the order of hours in the other machines, and decreases with B. The
Low B machine has combined-function magnets and is anti-damped with a long growth
time, but this can be xed if needed. The energy loss U
s
per turn and the synchrotron
radiation power P increase from left to right as expected from the scaling laws, from kV
to tens of MV, and from kW to a MW, respectively. Comparing the two 50 TeV machines
shows the price one has to pay in terms of U
s
and P when one increases the dipole eld
8
B. Comparing the two high-eld machines shows the eects of doubling the beam energy
E. I give the stored energy G in terms of tons of TNT. One ton of TNT is equivalent to
4.7 GJ. Increasing E also increases G, but increasing B decreases G.
6.2 Power in Debris
The power in the debris D of hard proton-proton collisions, falling on the compo-






 60 mb is the inelastic cross section. Some of this power ends up in the
detector. The remainder hits the neutral particle dumps next to the beam-splitting dipoles,
the collimators protecting the front faces of the low- quadrupoles, and their super-
conducting coils, in that order. Note that D is proportional to EL. Table 8 shows the
values of D for several colliders.
Table 8: Power in debris and relative sensitivity to ground motion
LHC Low B High B E12T
Debris power D/kW 0.8 4.8 5.8 9.6
Relative sensitivity S 1 11.0 13.9 13.9
6.3 Ground Motion
Ground motion causes accidental beam separation and emittance growth. The spec-





. Integrating the contributions of wavelengths between zero and 

, and as-
suming some simplications, the sensitivity S, i.e. the ratio of beam separation and rms






where Q is the tune of the collider arcs. Table 8 shows the values of S for several colliders,
relative to the LHC. Most of the increase in S between LHC and the higher-energy colliders
is caused by the reduction of  from about 16 to about 1 m.
6.4 Magnet Engineering
Given the funding perspectives for particle physics in most countries, it is unlikely
that a hadron collider beyond the LHC gets funded, unless the cost per TeV, compared
to the LHC, is signicantly reduced. Reducing the cost of the arcs by half an order
of magnitude at least is a challenge to my colleagues in accelerator engineering. Figure
2 shows an example of how my colleagues at Fermilab face this challenge, namely the
schematic drawing of the magnets for the low-eld version of the VLHC, sometimes called
Pipetron [14]. Two C-shaped iron shells surround a large super-conducting cable, made
of high T
c
material, wrapped helically around the cryogenic pipe in a single turn, as
used for power transmission lines. The gaps between the shells have a prole providing
the gradient needed for the combined-function magnets. The conductor is in a smaller
magnetic eld than the beam. There are no magnetic forces on the conductor, and a low
heat leak structure is possible. If the cryogenic pipe is made of Invar, it will not contract
on cool-down. The vacuum chamber consists of long pieces of extruded aluminium pipe
without bellows, periodically clamped to the magnets.
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Figure 2: Dipole Concept for the Low B 50 TeV Hadron Collider
7 Conclusions
In this review of future hadron colliders I have described the performance projections
for several upgrades of the Tevatron at Fermilab, for the LHC at CERN, and for Very
Large Hadron Colliders beyond the LHC. Particle physicists can look forward to exciting
particle physics from the Tevatron between 1999 and 2006, and from the LHC thereafter.
We accelerator physicists and engineers can look forward to some exciting time, conceiving
these machines, constructing them, and making them work.
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